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BE EVER READY “REBOOT YOURSELF “AS STAFFING AND RECRUITMENT 

INDUSTRY WILL BE THRIVING IN 2016  

      
By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: You can be a startup company. Start your own staffing and recruitment company after preparing a business plan as you are poised 

to get about one month salary for permanent staffing or you get about 30% margin if you hire on your roll and provide temp staffing to other companies..Information technology is one of the 

most important mass employer in the country today providing significant value addition and employment creation. Be ready, set, disrupt yourself and rebooting yourself! Staffing and 

recruitment is worldwide business and it is match making business. Sitting any where and any time you can run yoyr staffing and recruitment company. They are match makers and  match 

the requirement in IT Company and job aspirants. Reportedly to help you benchmark your compensation levels, Robert Half Technology releases a Salary Guide every year, complete with the 

most current information and advice on starting compensation, workplace issues and the hiring outlook worldwide. These are only indicative average forecast salary figures. You can get 

present salary tariff cards with respective job codes and job descriptions contacting respective IT companies. 

Highly skilled and experienced IT professionals, even those who aren’t actively seeking jobs, often receive multiple offers. And the employment offers are fiercely competitive: Above-market 

pay and other attractive financial incentives are common, and offers may include stock options, flexible work schedules and other perks. In this market, employers must move quickly. 

Organizations that have lengthy interview processes or wait too long to extend job offers can easily miss the opportunity to make a great hire. If an overarching conclusion can be drawn from 

the insights of tech brains and IT professionals, it's that 2016 is shaping up to be the year of IT as a change agent. IT is poised to move fully to the center of the business in 2016, as digital 

transformation becomes a top strategic priority. CIOs and their tech organizations are well positioned to drive that change, thanks to IT budget growth, head count increases and a 

pronounced shift toward strategic spending.Amid the breakneck pace of change in technology and business alike, where should you direct your focus in the new year?.The  key highlights and 

data points on budgeting, hiring, business priorities and disruptive technologies that promise to define the IT landscape in 2016.To win in 2016, talent acquisition and Information Technology 

business leaders  need to stay ahead of the latest recruiting trends. Companies and institutions are under pressure to find top talent at lower costs while competing with big brands and 

promising start -ups. The recruiting industry is undergoing pockets of disruption. Social media and digital marketing are becoming the new norm in how we recruit. With innovative 

recruiting technologies and techniques emerging  almost every day, we are witnessing the democratization of  recruiting. Any company –big or small –can now find high quality talent at scale 

with the right tools and strategy. Software is the backbone of IT in the digital age, touching almost every aspect of our lives. Reportedly It’s another great year for those working in tech, as 

salaries across every vertical saw significant increases. Here are the average tech salaries for 2016, according to data from Robert Half Technologies. Technology remains a fast-growing and 

competitive field, and the salary changes for 2016 reflect that. Robert Half Technology reported on the salary changes for job titles across 10 tech verticals, and the average salary range has 

increased for every title. Some of the titles with the highest raises in salary include chief security officer, developer, business analyst, big data engineer, data scientist and wireless network 

engineer.Check out the salary ranges for popular technology jobs across a number of verticals and see how much they've increased since 2015. 

Listening skills: Of all the skills, listening  and collecting data might be the most important. Study the failures and success of all ventures and adopt the best to succed. You need sharp antenna 

to maneuver fast-changing markets. Every business continues to pivot. Data is not a big secret and you need to do research. How you synthesize data drives the decision. Listening doesn't 

mean you do what someone tells you to. It means that you are a good collector of data from many sources and you use this to arrive at a decision quickly. It's like solving a jigsaw puzzle. 

Commitment: It is a long road. How likely are you to stick with ups and downs! Leadership: Can you create and inspire a team that wants to follow you and accept your lead. Integrity: 

Cutting corners cannot offer a long-term value creation.  

Create a startup and be your own boss .Let it be small or big be your own boss .A small seed can become big tree .You have to have passion commitment and good idea good networking skills 

.A start up need to have a well documented business plan investment strategy and including exit options to angel investors in the start itself as later problem should not crop up with founders. 

You should have good product and it should be in need and it should have better feature than other products. what is not working discontinue it .Scale it as demand grows .Do not ignore 

Marketing .Growth capital is very important but do not over raise the finance and hire good talent as an when it is required .Do not over pay as it will be very difficult to manage the start 

up.Time is everything .Be different find right investors and venture capitalists and not vulture capitalists. Raise money intelligently find the right people be sure and flexible .Do not ignore 

open source technology. Well documented code of conduct is very important for every employee.and directors of the startup.   Well defined Information technology is one of the biggest mass 

employers. Be different startup .Find unsolved problems of customers and solve it, everybody has problems. Many have many problems .Few problems are universal. Few problems are local 

few are national and few are international .Find unsolved problems. Companies succeed because they solve and understand the unsolved problem and come up with solutions that are very 

different from what others do. Put yourself in the customer's position; perhaps you would have experienced a pain point yourself. You may not fully understand the difficulty unless you 

experience it yourself .Develop deep customer insights. Secret of your success is in Passion, determination, vision, agility, team play, fund-raising skills.What exactly defines the DNA of a 

booming startup? What do some of the biggest names in the investment community look for in startups and entrepreneurs Clarity of vision Domain expertise? What key factors do successful 

entrepreneurs attribute to their triumph? Need to be understood diligently. 

IT major Infosys has reportedly increased the salary of its top executives but the base scale for entry-level software engineers has not changed for more than five years. The company started its higher salaries’ 

package to newly-appointed CEO Vishal Sikka who will get Rs 30 crore ($5.08 mn) annual pay package when compared to $23,000 (Rs 14 lakh) taken by his predecessor S D Shibulal.Infosys pays around Rs 23-

27,000 for entry-level software engineers with BE and Rs 12-15,000 for entry-level BSc freshers, according to sources. According to experts, starting salaries offered by other IT companies are in the same 

range. Information technology is one of the most important mass employer in the country today providing significant value   addition and employment creation.Information technology is one of the most important 

mass employer in the country today providing significant value  addition and employment creation. Be different startup .Find unsolved problems of customers and solve it, Everybody has problems. Many have many 

problems .Few problems are universal. Few problems are local few are national and few are international .Find unsolved problems. Companies succeed because they solve and understand the unsolved problem and 

come up with solutions that are very different from what others do. Put yourself in the customer's position; perhaps you would have experienced a pain point yourself. You may not fully understand the difficulty 

unless you experience it yourself .Develop deep customer insights. Secret of your success is in Passion, determination, vision, agility, team play, fund-raising skills.What exactly defines the DNA of a booming startup? 

What do some of the biggest names in the investment community look for in startups and entrepreneurs Clarity of vision Domain expertise? What key factors do successful entrepreneurs attribute to their triumph? 

Need to be understood diligently.Competition among businesses for top IT talent today makes it critical for managers to rethink their recruitment and retention methods .Speeding up hiring times, training from 

within, filling skills gaps with project professionals and offering attractive compensation can help you hire – and keep – the best and brightest for your organization.In particular, the salaries you offer must be kept 

at least on par with those of other firms in your industry and geographic region. But to do that, you have to stay continually up to date on what your competitors are offering. Reportedly to help you benchmark your 

compensation levels, Robert Half Technology releases a Salary Guide every year, complete with the most current information and advice on starting compensation, workplace issues and the hiring outlook worldwide. 

These are only indicative average forecast salary figures. You can get present salary tariff cards with respective job codes and job descriptions contacting respective IT companies. 

Administration:  Chief Information Officer (CIO): $172,000 - $268,250 (+ 4.9%)      Chief Technology Officer (CTO): $147,500 - $229,000 (+ 5.2%)   Chief Security Officer (CSO): $140,250 - $222,500 (+ 7%)   

Technology Director: $122,750 - $185,000 (+ 5.1%)   Information Technology Manager: $105,750 - $159,000 (+ 4.9%)  Application Development   Manager: $105,750 - $160,500 (+ 4.8%)  Project Manager: $95,250 - 

$146,500 (+ 4.9%)    Systems Analyst: $81,750 - $121,000 (+ 4.5%)     Applications Architect: $121,250 - $171,750 (+ 6.4%)    Business Systems Analyst: $84,000 - $122,000 (+ 5.2%)   CRM Business Analyst: $84,500 - 

$126,000 (+ 6.1%)   CRM Technical Developer: $98,500 - $137,750 (+ 6.1%) 

 
Developer/Programmer Analyst: $80,000 - $137,000 (+ 6.8%)   ERP Business Analyst: $92,500 - $132,000 (+ 5.9%)   ERP Technical/Functional Analyst: $98,000 - $140,750 (+ 5.3%)    ERP Technical Developer: 

$100,750 - $148,500 (+ 5.4%)   Lead Applications Developer: $110,750 - $160,750 (+ 6.7%)   Mobile Applications Developer: $115,250 - $175,750 (+ 8.2%)    Technical Writer: $55,500 - $87,250 (+ 1.8%) 

 

Consulting & Systems Integration    Director: $123,750 - $190,250 (+ 5.2%)    Practice Manager: $125,000 - $173,500 (+ 5.1%)  Project Manager/Senior Consultant: $100,750 - $154,250 (+ 4.9%)    Staff Consultant: 

$79,250 - $116,250 (+ 5.0%)   Senior IT Auditor: $116,000 - $164,250 (+ 4.9%)   IT Auditor: $95,000 - $144,750 (+ 4.7%) 
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Data/Database Administration:Big Data Engineer: $129,500 - $183,500 (+ 8.9%)   Database Manager: $118,000 - $170,500 (+ 5.9%)  Database Developer: $103,250 - $153,250 (+ 5.7%)    

Database Administrator: $95,750 - $142,750 (+ 5.6%)   Data Analyst/Report Writer: $74,500 - $114,500 (+ 5.6%)   Data Architect: $127,250 - $175,500 (+ 6.4%)   Data Modeler: $105,750 - 

$155,500 (+ 6.2%)   Data Scientist: $109,000 - $153,750 (+ 8.9%)    Data Warehouse Manager: $123,750 - $172,000 (+ 4.6%)   Data Warehouse Analyst: $105,000 - $152,000 (+ 4.9%) 

Business Intelligence Analyst: $113,750 - $164,000 (+ 6.2%)    Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) Specialist: $76,500 - $115,500 (+ 4.9%) 

Portal Administrator: $94,000 - $134,250 (+ 3.8%) 

Quality Assurance & Testing:QA Engineer - Manual: $64,750 - $91,500 (+ 2.8%)   QA Engineer - Automated: $74,750 - $109,000 (+ 3.2%) 

QA/Testing Manager: $93,750 - $127,500 (+ 4.1%)   QA Associate/Analyst: $65,000 - $100,250 (+ 3.6%) 

 

Web Development: Senior Web Developer: $115,250 - $154,000 (+ 6.6%)   Web Developer: $78,500 - $129,500 (+ 6.4%) 

Front-End Web Developer: $79,750 - $111,250 (+ 6.1%)   Web Administrator: $68,750 - $106,250 (+ 3.9%)   Web Designer: $67,000 - $112,250 (+ 5.8%)   E-Commerce Analyst: $88,000 - 

$128,500 (+ 5.7%) 

 

Networking/Telecommunications:   Network Architect: $120,000 - $175,000 (+ 5.3%)    Network Manager: $100,000 - $146,750 (+ 4.9%) 

Network Engineer: $96,000 - $138,750 (+ 5.7%)   Wireless Network Engineer: $108,750 - $150,750 (+ 9.7%)    Network Administrator: $76,250 - $112,000 (+ 6.4%)      Pre-Sales 

Engineer/Technical Engineer: $90,750 - $132,750 (+ 5.4%)   Telecommunications Manager: $88,500 - $125,000 (+ 4.4%)    Telecommunications Specialist: $61,000 - $95,500 (+ 4.2%) 

Operations:    Manager: $66,250 - $96,250 (+ 2.2%)    Computer Operator: $35,000 - $48,750 (+ 1.2%)     Mainframe Systems Programmer: $62,750 - $86,500 (+ 1.9%) 

Security: Data Security Analyst: $113,500 - $160,000 (+ 7.1%)  System Security Administrator: $105,500 - $149,500 (+ 6.1%)  Network Security Administrator: $103,250 - $147,000 (+ 5.3%)    

Network Security Engineer: $110,250 - $152,750 (+ 6.7%)   Information Systems Security Manager: $129,750 - $182,000 (+ 6.2%) 

Software Development: Product Manager: $105,750 - $152,750 (+ 4.8%)   Software Engineer: $103,000 - $156,250 (+ 6.6%)  Software Developer: $91,000 - $145,000 (+ 6.5%) 

Technical Services, Help Desk & Technical Support: Manager: $84,500 - $121,000 (+ 5.2%)   Desktop Support Analyst: $54,250 - $80,500 (+ 4.5%) 

Systems Administrator: $67,500 - $107,500 (+ 5.3%)   Systems Engineer: $85,000 - $124,000 (+ 5.7%)   Messaging Administrator: $85,000 - $124,000 (+ 5.7%)   Help Desk Tier 3: $59,500 - 

$77,750 (+ 6.2%)    Help Desk Tier 2: $45,250 - $61,750 (+ 5.2%)    Help Desk Tier 1: $35,000 - $50,250 (+ 4.9%)    Instructor/Trainer: $56,250 - $90,000 (+ 3.4%)   PC Technician: $36,000 - 

$51,750 (+ 5.1%)    Business Continuity Analyst: $97,250 - $140,000 (+ 5.6%)    Data/Database Administration 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development 

Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land 

Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., 

through our news paper property politics and try to help you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms 

and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 


